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The development of a ontinuum-bins sheme of disretization for three-body projetiles is ne-
essary for studies of reations of Borromean nulei suh as
6
He within the ontinuum-disretized
oupled-hannels approah. Suh a proedure, for onstruting bin states on seleted ontinuum
energy intervals, is formulated and applied for the rst time to reations of a three-body projetile.
The ontinuum representation uses the eigenhannel expansion of the three-body S-matrix. The
method is applied to the hallenging ase of the
6
He +
208
Pb reation at 22 MeV, where an aurate
treatment of both the Coulomb and the nulear interations with the target is neessary.
PACS numbers: 21.45.-v,24.50.+g,25.60.-t,24.10.Eq,27.20.+n
Rapid experimental developments have made studies
of the sattering and reations of very weakly-bound
systems possible in many branhes of physis. Among
these are the Emov states observed in ultra-old e-
sium trimers [1℄ and moleular triatomi systems, suh
as LiHe2 [2℄, halo nulei [3℄, systems undergoing two-
proton radioativity [4℄, and also Bose-Einstein onden-
sates and ultra-old dilute gas studies. The need for novel
and quantitative theoretial desriptions of the dynam-
is of suh systems, whih must inlude a priori a realis-
ti treatment of their ontinuum spetra, is ommon to
many problems. Here we disuss ontinuum eets in the
nulear physis ontext of reations of weakly-bound halo
nulei [3, 5, 6℄. The study of these systems is of speial
importane in nulear physis in order to learn proper-
ties of the nuleon-nuleon interation in the low density
limit and investigate the role of pairing o the stability
line. Many of these exoti nulei play a signiant role in
astrophysial proesses. Although the method is general,
in this Rapid Communiation, we will disuss reations
of the Borromean halo nuleus
6
He, i.e. the bound three-
body (
4
He+n+n) system with (i) no bound exited states
and (ii) no bound binary sub-systems.
Due to their weak binding, halo nulei are readily
exited to the ontinuum (broken-up) by the dieren-
tial fores exerted on the onstituents through the nu-
lear and Coulomb interations with a target. Theo-
retially, the expliit treatment of these breakup han-
nels is diult sine the states involved are innite in
number and are not square-integrable. Hene a robust
disretization and trunation sheme, to provide a nite
and normalizable basis to represent the ontinuum, is
required. The ontinuum-disretized oupled-hannels
(CDCC) method, as formulated for two-body proje-
tiles [7, 8℄, uses bin states to represent the ontinuum.
Here, the ontinuum spetrum is trunated at a maxi-
mum exitation energy εmax and the model spae, from
the breakup threshold to εmax, is then divided into inter-
vals, where the number and positions of the intervals an
depend on the properties (e.g. resonant or non-resonant)
of the ontinuum of the system. For eah suh interval,
or energy bin, a representative square-integrable state
is onstruted as a linear superposition of the two-body
sattering states in the interval. The method has been
enormously suessful in the desription of elasti and
breakup observables in reations involving weakly-bound
two-body projetiles [9, 10, 11℄ and has been reently
extended to inlude ore exitation [12℄.
Of interest here are reations of three-body proje-
tiles. To date, published disretized three-body pro-
jetile alulations have used a pseudostate (PS) basis
[13, 14, 15, 16℄, aounting reasonably well for existing
elasti sattering data. Based on our own experiene
[15℄ of alulations using PS bases, onvergene prob-
lems were found for reations where the Coulomb inter-
ation plays an important role. The alternative ontin-
uum treatment using the energy bin tehnique within the
CDCC has yet to be formulated and the present work
provides this theoretial development.
To desribe the three-body ground and exited ontin-
uum states of the projetile we make use of a hyperspher-
ial harmonis (HH) expansion basis [17℄. This involves
use of the one radial and ve angular hyperspherial o-
ordinates, ρ, α, x̂, ŷ, obtained from the normalized Jaobi
oordinates x, y of the three bodies [15, 17℄. The quan-
tum number set, β, that denes eah three-body han-
nel [15℄ are the hypermomentum K, the orbital angular
momenta lx and ly in oordinates x and y, their total
l = lx + ly, the total spin Sx of the partiles assoiated
with oordinate x, and the intermediate summed angular
momentum jab = l+Sx. If the spin of the third partile,
I, is assumed xed then the total angular momentum is
j = jab + I with projetions µ. Note that, for eah on-
tinuum energy ε and total angular momentum j, there
2will be as many independent solutions of the three-body
sattering problem, as the number of outgoing hannels
β onsidered. These solutions an be hosen as the in-
oming hannels β′, but any orthogonal ombination of
these ould be equally valid.
Based on these total angular momentum eigenstates,
Yβjµ(Ω) [15℄, where Ω ≡ (α, x̂, ŷ), the bin wave funtions
are dened as
φbinnjµ(x,y) =
∑
β
Rbinnβj(ρ)Yβjµ(Ω), (1)
where the label n inludes referene to the energy inter-
val of the bin [κ1, κ2℄, as well as to the set of quantum
numbers β′. The funtions Rbinnβj(ρ) in Eq. (1) are the
assoiated hyperradial wave funtions,
Rbinnβj(ρ) ≡ R
bin
[κ1,κ2]β′βj
(ρ) (2)
=
2√
piNβ′j
∫ κ2
κ1
dκ e−iδβ′j(κ)fβ′j(κ)Rββ′j(κ, ρ),
where κ =
√
2m|ε|/h¯ is the momentum assoiated to
the ontinuum energy ε, Rββ′j(κρ) are the ontinuum
hyperradial wave funtions with δβ′j(κ) their sattering
phase shift, and fβ′j(κ) is a weight funtion with Nβ′j its
normalization onstant. Note that for eah j and three-
body energy bin we must onstrut wave funtions for all
allowed inoming hannels β′. Further, as is expliit in
Eq. (1), for eah n we must also onstrut Rbinnβj(ρ) for all
allowed outgoing hannels β.
It follows that to inlude a large number of β′ han-
nels is a severe omputational hallenge, and that it is
desirable to establish a hierarhy of the ontinuum states
aording to their importane to the reation dynamis.
In so doing, we may be able to desribe sattering ob-
servables using only a seleted set of states, the number
of them depending on the reation under study. To this
end, we make use of the eigenstates of the multi-hannel
three-body S-matrix [18℄, or eigenhannels (EC), as fol-
lows. (i) For eah j and ontinuum energy ε, the S-matrix
in the β basis is diagonalized to obtain its EC, enumer-
ated by γ, their orresponding eigenvalues exp[2iδγj(κ)]
and eigenphases δγj(κ). (ii) The magnitudes of these
eigenphases are used to order the EC. We will show that
those EC with largest phase shifts are the most strongly
oupled in the reation dynamis, and thus a hierarhy of
states an be established by suh an ordering. This leads
to the possibility of a trunation in the number nec of
EC inluded and testing of the onvergene with respet
to this number.
Here we apply this methodology to the sattering of
6
He, treated as a three-body system of an inert α parti-
le ore and two valene neutrons. A notable property of
6
He is that none of its binary sub-systems bind, while the
three-body system has a single bound state with bind-
ing energy of 0.973 MeV and total angular momentum
jpi = 0+. Its low-lying ontinuum spetrum is dominated
by a narrow jpi = 2+ resonane, 0.825MeV above thresh-
old. We desribe the three-body α+n+n system with the
same struture model as used in Ref. [15℄. The three-
body Hamiltonian inludes two-body interations plus an
eetive three-body potential. For a given value of the
maximum hypermomentum used, Kmax, the parameters
of the latter are adjusted to reprodue the ground state
separation energy and matter radius (for j = 0+) and
the resonane energy (for j = 2+) [15℄. Calulations were
performed using the odes fae [19℄ and sturmxx [20℄.
The maximum hypermomentum in the CDCC reation
alulation was Kmax = 8, whih provides onverged re-
sults for the elasti sattering of
6
He from a heavy target
[15℄. The number of hannels β was 15 (0+), 26 (1−) and
46 (2+). The alulated 6He ground state has binding
energy of 0.953 MeV and a single-partile density with
root mean squared (rms) radius 2.46 fm, assuming an α
partile rms radius of 1.47 fm.
The EC basis states have properties that are useful to
desribe ollisions. The upper panels of Figs. 1 and 2
show the Coulomb B(E1) and B(E2) transition proba-
bilities, respetively, as a funtion of the
6
He exitation
energy above threshold. The urves show the totalB(E1)
and B(E2) strengths (thik solid) and the ontributions
from the rst four EC. Sine the
6
He(g.s.) has jpi = 0+,
B(E1) measures the eletri dipole strength to 1− states,
and B(E2) the quadrupole strength to 2+ states. For
eah EC, the 1− and 2+ eigenphases are also shown in
the lower panels of the gures. It has been shown (see for
instane Ref. [21℄) that the position of the peak of the
B(E1) distribution depends on the maximum hypermo-
mentum hosen. In partiular, for Kmax = 10 the max-
imum appears around 2 MeV, and dereases to about 1
MeV, for Kmax = 20, for whih onvergene of this ob-
servable is ahieved. For Kmax = 8, whih is the value
used in this work, the maximum is around 2 MeV, and
hene this observable is not onverged. Nevertheless, as
we have shown in Ref. [15℄, the sattering alulations
are onverged with this value, provided that the param-
eters of the three-body potential are adjusted suh that
the
6
He system has the same binding energy and rms
matter radius for the hosen Kmax. In priniple, the re-
ation alulations ould be done with a higher Kmax
value, although this would turn these alulations om-
putationally very demanding.
It is evident from Figs. 1 and 2 that there is energy
loalization for the EC ontributions to the Eλ strength.
Also evident is that those EC with eigenphases of the
largest magnitude make the maximum ontribution to
the B(Eλ) at low exitation energy. This is a very ap-
pealing feature for sattering studies where, at moderate
ollision energies, only ontinuum states up to a few MeV
play a signiant role in the reation proess. So, for ex-
ample, if exitation energies up to ≈ 8 MeV are strongly
populated in a partiular reation, the rst three or four
EC should sue to desribe the relevant part of the on-
tinuum. Of ourse, in nulear ollisions near and above
the Coulomb barrier, nulear fores (not inluded in Figs.
1 and 2) will play an important role. We show below
that, with nulear interations present, only a few EC
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Figure 1: (Color online) B(E1) distribution (upper panel)
and eigenphase shifts (lower panel) for the rst few jpi = 1−
EC of
6
He. The thik solid line in the upper panel is the total
B(E1) distribution.
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Figure 2: (Color online) B(E2) distribution (upper panel)
and eigenphase shifts (lower panel) for the rst few jpi = 2+
EC of
6
He. The thik solid line in the upper panel is the total
B(E2) distribution.
are needed for onverged sattering observables.
It is also interesting to identify the dominant quantum
numbers of the EC with the largest ontributions to these
observables. For B(E1) the most important omponent
of EC 1 and 2 has lnn = lx = 0, Sx = 0, or a dineutron
onguration. This dominane, ould explain that previ-
ous two-body (α+2n) model alulations of 6He reations
work to a limited extent, although it is well known that
suh simple models overestimate ontinuum oupling ef-
fets without parameter adjustments [22, 23℄. For B(E2)
the most relevant struture is the 2+ resonane that or-
responds to the EC 1. In this ase we have a om-
bination of three dierent ongurations: a dineutron
(lx = 0, Sx = 0), a igar-like struture (lx = 2, Sx = 0),
and a spin-triplet struture (lx = 1, Sx = 1).
We now ompute the states of Eq. (1) and use these as
the basis states for a four-body CDCC alulation using
the tehniques of Ref. [15℄. There, a multipole expansion
of the oupling potentials was developed for a three-body
projetile plus target system. The weight funtion fγj(κ)
(with γ instead of β′) used in the superposition of states
when onstruting the bins Eq. (2) was taken to be unity
for the non-resonant (0+, 1−, and 2+) ontinuum and
sin (δγj(κ)) for the resonant (2
+
) ontinuum. The latter
provides an improved desription of the resonant hara-
ter.
Four-body CDCC alulations are arried out for the
6
He +
208
Pb reation at 22 MeV, for whih experimen-
tal data are available from Ref. [24℄. This is one of the
more demanding examples, due to (a) the importane of
long-range Coulomb ouplings arising from the heavy tar-
get and (b) the inident energy being near the Coulomb
barrier and Coulomb and nulear fores both playing a
signiant role.
Impliit in the CDCC is that the atual ontinuum
an be trunated at a maximum exitation energy εmax,
whose hoie is dependent on the spei reation and
projetile energy. The onvergene of the model spae
alulation must then be studied with respet to εmax
and the number of bins assumed (nbin). For our four-
body ase we have, in addition, to study onvergene with
respet to nec, the number of EC inluded. The present
alulations inlude
6
He states with jpi = 0+, 1− and
2+ and projetile-target interation multipole ouplings
with order Q = 0, 1, 2. Coulomb and nulear potentials
are inluded. The nulear interations with the target
used parametrized optial potentials. For n+208Pb and
α+208Pb the potentials were from Refs. [25℄ and [26℄,
respetively.
The oupled equations desribing the projetile-target
motion were solved with the ode freso [27℄, the ou-
pling form fators being read from external les. Partial
waves up to J = 150 were inluded and the solutions were
mathed to their asymptoti forms at radius Rm = 200
fm. In order to hek the onvergene with respet to
the basis size, for the dierent observables shown in this
work, we have used ve dierent sets that are summa-
rized in Table I. Sets I, II, and III have the same max-
imum energy εmax and number of EC nec, so they are
used to test the onvergene with respet to the number
of bins onsidered for eah EC and jpi. Set IV is like set
II but inluding the fth EC, so it will be used to study
the onvergene with nec. Finally, set V is like set II but
inluding an additional bin with ε=8-9 MeV for all EC
and jpi, providing information on the onvergene with
respet to εmax.
First, we analyze the elasti sattering. Fig. 3 om-
pares the alulated and experimental (irles) elasti
dierential ross setion angular distributions (ratio to
Rutherford). The dashed line is the one hannel al-
ulation, in whih ontinuum states are omitted. The
solid (set I), the dotted (set II), dot-dashed (set IV) and
double dot-dashed (set V) lines are the full CDCC al-
4Set εmax (MeV) nec nbin(0
+) nbin(1
−) nbin(2
+) N
I 8 4 6 9 6 85
II 8 4 9 12 9 121
III 8 4 12 15 12 157
IV 8 5 (1-4,5) (9,6) (12,9) (9,6) 142
V 9 (0-8,8-9) 4 (9,1) (12,1) (9,1) 133
Table I: Dierent sets of states used in this work for the four-
body CDCC alulations. N is the total number of states
onsidered (inluding the ground state). The parentheses are
used to speify the two dierent bin shemes adopted depend-
ing on the EC (Set IV) or on the energy (Set V).
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Figure 3: (Color online) Elasti dierential ross setion (ratio
to Rutherford) in the enter of mass frame for the
6
He+208Pb
reation at 22 MeV. See text for details. The experimental
data are taken from Ref. [24℄.
ulations with dierent hoies of the model spae. It is
remarkable that all these alulations are almost indistin-
guishable, showing that the elasti angular distribution
is onverged with set I. Also, this full four-body CDCC
alulation, in ontrast to the one hannel alulation,
desribes the data fairly well. Set III is not shown sine
the onvergene with the number of bins is already seen
with sets I and II.
Solution of the CDCC oupled equations for the
projetile-target S-matrix also provides preditions for
breakup observables. First, Fig. 4 shows the breakup
dierential ross setion angular distribution, summed
over the exitation energy. The solid (set I), dotted (set
II), dashed (set III), dot-dashed (set IV) and double dot-
dashed (set V) lines are the full CDCC alulations with
dierent hoies of the model spae, as in Fig 3. For
this breakup observable the rate of onvergene is slightly
slower than for the elasti ross setion, although the on-
vergene reahed with set II is fairly good.
Seond, Fig. 5 shows the breakup ross setion dis-
tribution, as a funtion of
6
He exitation energy above
breakup threshold, for eah jpi and for eah EC. This
distribution is alulated by dividing the breakup ross
setion to eah bin by its energy width. We use here set
II that gives a onverged result for the breakup angular
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Figure 4: (Color online) Breakup dierential ross setion
angular distribution in the enter of mass frame for the
6
He+208Pb reation at 22 MeV. See text for details.
distribution. As was antiipated, in all jpi, the ontri-
bution of eah EC dereases with dereasing magnitude
of its eigenphase. In partiular, the ontribution of the
fourth EC is already small, justifying the use of a trun-
ated alulation and nec ≈ 4. We have also heked that
the ontribution of the fth EC (omparing sets II and
IV) hanges the total breakup ross setion by less than
2%. This gure also shows the importane of the dipole
and resonant states. These give the largest ontribution
to the breakup ross setion.
Collisions of loosely bound three-body projetiles with
a target an be studied in the ontinuum-disretized
oupled-hannels framework. The ontinuum-bin dis-
retization proedure has been formulated and used for
the rst time for a three-body projetile, requiring the
superposition of three-body sattering states. For eah
three-body total angular momentum j and energy ε, sat-
tering states are alulated for ingoing boundary ondi-
tions with quantum numbers β. The multi-hannel S-
matrix in this β basis, determined from the asymptotis
of these states, is diagonalized to determine the eigen-
hannels (EC) that are ordered aording to the magni-
tude of their assoiated eigenphases. We have shown that
those EC with the largest eigenphases are most strongly
oupled in the ollision, suggesting a hierarhy of ontin-
uum states and an assoiated trunation sheme. This
EC hierarhy allows pratial CDCC alulations that
extend the energy binning proedure to four-body rea-
tions indued by three-body projetiles. The formalism
has been applied to the
6
He+
208
Pb reation at 22 MeV.
The onvergene of the results for elasti and breakup
ross setions have been presented. Good agreement with
existing elasti data for this reation has been obtained.
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Figure 5: (Color online) Breakup ross setion distribution for the
6
He+208Pb reation at 22 MeV with respet to 6He exitation
energy (over the breakup threshold) for eah jpi and EC inluded in the alulation. Basis set II was used.
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